GOVERNOR MAW IMPRESSED BY PROGRESS HERE

In an interview following the turn to the State capital, Governor Herbert B. Maw manifested his incredulity and gratification at the progress and development of "this one time vast and empty desert land in central Utah."

"I am profoundly moved by the attitude of good-will and co-operation existing among the residents, and the triumphant spirit of constructive minds," he said. "I am amazed at the advance and acceleration with which the different industries maintained here were established. I expect to come here again this summer to make further observations. I regret that my visit was so brief, since it gave so little opportunity to witness the life of the people."

Governor Maw's advice, who accompanied him in his visit to the City, was Tracy R. Wellins, head of the State Department of Agriculture. Voicing his approval of the agricultural developments here, "Wellins states that the Project a fauna offer splendid opportunities for experimentation."

"We are, naturally, deeply interested in the results of the experiment to produce crops on a soil such hirc alkali content," the State farm head added.

INVESTIGATE OUTSIDE JOB CONDITIONS

Many problems faced the residents who took outside employment this last fall. Some of them were satisfactorily solved, others had need for solving for the future.

To get at the bottom of the employment question, a questionnaire is being mailed to those who earned outside employment in the hope that their answer will give valuable information towards a more general movement to the outside during the coming season.

Claudio C. Cornell, chief of the Employment division, states that he hopes an analysis of the answers to this questionnaire will prove a valuable asset in establishing the outside working policy. Each person who receives the questionnaire is asked to fill it out and return it promptly to Charles F. Ernst, project director, postage free.

IN GRATITUDE

In acknowledgement of all contributors, especially the Japanese American Citizens' League, the many Icelandic churches and friends, and the outside residents, who aided in making the past Christmas and New Year seasons more enjoyable for the residents of Topaz, the Holiday Season Finance Committee wishes to express its sincere appreciation of their generosity.

Dr. R. Wehere, Chairman
Holiday Season Finance Committee
Oslo Sikojade, Finance Chairman

WEATHER REPORT

Max. (Mon. night) 26°F. Hrn. (Thurs. morn.) -9°F.